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what is the shape of data how do we describe flows can we count by integrating how do we plan with uncertainty what
is the most compact representation these questions while unrelated become similar when recast into a computational
setting our input is a set of finite discrete noisy samples that describes an abstract space our goal is to compute
qualitative features of the unknown space it turns out that topology is sufficiently tolerant to provide us with
robust tools this volume is based on lectures delivered at the 2011 ams short course on computational topology held
january 4 5 2011 in new orleans louisiana the aim of the volume is to provide a broad introduction to recent techniques
from applied and computational topology afra zomorodian focuses on topological data analysis via efficient
construction of combinatorial structures and recent theories of persistence marian mrozek analyzes asymptotic behavior
of dynamical systems via efficient computation of cubical homology justin curry robert ghrist and michael robinson
present euler calculus an integral calculus based on the euler characteristic and apply it to sensor and network data
aggregation michael erdmann explores the relationship of topology planning and probability with the strategy complex jeff
erickson surveys algorithms and hardness results for topological optimization problems this second volume of research in
computational topology is a celebration and promotion of research by women in applied and computational topology
containing the proceedings of the second workshop for women in computational topology wincomptop as well as papers
solicited from the broader wincomptop community the multidisciplinary and international wincomptop workshop provided
an exciting and unique opportunity for women in diverse locations and research specializations to interact extensively and
collectively contribute to new and active research directions in the field the prestigious senior researchers that signed on
to head projects at the workshop are global leaders in the discipline and two of them were authors on some of the first
papers in the field some of the featured topics include topological data analysis of power law structure in neural data a
nerve theorem for directional graph covers topological or homotopical invariants for directed graphs encoding
connections among a network of neurons and the issue of approximation of objects by digital grids including precise
relations between the persistent homology of dual cubical complexes this book constitutes the proceedings of the 7th
international workshop on computational topology in image context ctic 2019 held in m�laga spain in january 2019 the
14 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 21 submissions papers deal with theoretical
issues but most of them put the attention on the applicability of concepts and algorithms these were designed to deal with
objects and images but also with the speech signal the final application must be for instance in the medical domain or in the
robotics one this book constitutes the proceedings of the 4th international workshop on computational topology in
image context ctic 2012 held in bertinoro italy in may 2012 the 16 papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected for inclusion in this book they focus on the topology and computation in image context the
workshop is devoted to computational methods using topology for the analysis and comparison of images the involved
research fields comprise computational topology and geometry discrete topology and geometry geometrical modeling
algebraic topology for image applications and any other field involving a geometric topological approach to image
processing this book constitutes the proceedings of the 6th international workshop on computational topology in image
context ctic 2016 held in marseille france in june 2016 the 24 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 35 submissions additionally this volume contains 2 invited papers ctic covers a wide range of topics such
as topological invariants and their computation homology cohomology linking number fundamental groups algorithm
optimization in discrete geometry transfer of mathematical tools parallel computation in multi dimensional volume
context hierarchical approaches experimental evaluation of algorithms and heuristics combinatorial or multi resolution
models discrete or computational topology geometric modeling guided by topological constraints computational
topological dynamics and use of topological information in discrete geometry applications based on the first workshop
for women in computational topology that took place in 2016 this volume assembles new research and applications in
computational topology featured articles range over the breadth of the discipline including topics such as surface
reconstruction topological data analysis persistent homology algorithms and surface embedded graphs applications in
graphics medical imaging and gis are discussed throughout the book four of the papers in this volume are the product of
working groups that were established and developed during the workshop additional papers were also solicited from the
broader women in computational topology network the volume is accessible to a broad range of researchers both within
the field of computational topology and in related disciplines such as statistics computational biology and machine
learning singularity theory appears in numerous branches of mathematics as well as in many emerging areas such as
robotics control theory imaging and various evolving areas in physics the purpose of this proceedings volume is to cover
recent developments in singularity theory and to introduce young researchers from developing countries to singularities in
geometry and topology the contributions discuss singularities in both complex and real geometry as such they provide a
natural continuation of the previous school on singularities held at ictp 1991 which is recognized as having had a major
influence in the field the papers were elicited primarily from mathematics for industry challenges and frontiers a conference
sponsored by siam in october 2003 this volume is a collection of refereed expository and research articles in discrete and
computational geometry written by leaders in the field articles are based on invited talks presented at the ams ims siam
summer research conference discrete and computational geometry ten years later held in 1996 at mt holyoke college so
hadley ma topics addressed range from tilings polyhedra and arrangements to computational topology and visibility
problems included are papers on the interaction between real algebraic geometry and discrete and computational geometry
as well as on linear programming and geometric discrepancy theory this collection of peer reviewed workshop papers
provides comprehensive coverage of cutting edge research into topological approaches to data analysis and visualization
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it encompasses the full range of new algorithms and insights including fast homology computation comparative analysis
of simplification techniques and key applications in materials and medical science the book also addresses core research
challenges such as the representation of large and complex datasets and integrating numerical methods with robust
combinatorial algorithms in keeping with the focus of the topoinvis 2017 workshop the contributions reflect the latest
advances in finding experimental solutions to open problems in the sector they provide an essential snapshot of state of
the art research helping researchers to keep abreast of the latest developments and providing a basis for future work
gathering papers by some of the world s leading experts on topological techniques the book represents a valuable
contribution to a field of growing importance with applications in disciplines ranging from engineering to medicine the
proceedings of an international topology conference this book covrs various aspects of general algebraic and low
dimensional topology this interdisciplinary book covers a wide range of subjects from pure mathematics knots braids
homotopy theory number theory to more applied mathematics cryptography algebraic specification of algorithms
dynamical systems and concrete applications modeling of polymers and ionic liquids video music and medical imaging the main
mathematical focus throughout the book is on algebraic modeling with particular emphasis on braid groups the research
methods include algebraic modeling using topological structures such as knots 3 manifolds classical homotopy groups
and braid groups the applications address the simulation of polymer chains and ionic liquids as well as the modeling of
natural phenomena via topological surgery the treatment of computational structures including finite fields and
cryptography focuses on the development of novel techniques these techniques can be applied to the design of algebraic
specifications for systems modeling and verification this book is the outcome of a workshop in connection with the
research project thales on algebraic modeling of topological and computational structures and applications held at the
national technical university of athens greece in july 2015 the reader will benefit from the innovative approaches to
tackling difficult questions in topology applications and interrelated research areas which largely employ algebraic
tools this book is a result of a workshop the 8th of the successful topoinvis workshop series held in 2019 in nyk�ping
sweden the workshop regularly gathers some of the world s leading experts in this field thereby it provides a forum for
discussions on the latest advances in the field with a focus on finding practical solutions to open problems in
topological data analysis for visualization the contributions provide introductory and novel research articles
including new concepts for the analysis of multivariate and time dependent data robust computational approaches for the
extraction and approximations of topological structures with theoretical guarantees and applications of topological
scalar and vector field analysis for visualization the applications span a wide range of scientific areas comprising climate
science material sciences fluid dynamics and astronomy in addition community efforts with respect to joint software
development are reported and discussed this book gathers the proceedings of the 2018 abel symposium which was held in
geiranger norway on june 4 8 2018 the symposium offered an overview of the emerging field of topological data analysis
this volume presents papers on various research directions notably including applications in neuroscience materials science
cancer biology and immune response providing an essential snapshot of the status quo it represents a valuable asset for
practitioners and those considering entering the field computational topologyby john harer combining concepts from
topology and algorithms this book delivers what its title promises an introduction to the field of computational
topology starting with motivating problems in both mathematics and computer science and building up from classic topics
in geometric and algebraic topology the third part of the text advances to persistent homology this point of view is
critically important in turning a mostly theoretical field of mathematics into one that is relevant to a multitude of
disciplines in the sciences and engineering the main approach is the discovery of topology through algorithms the book is
ideal for teaching a graduate or advanced undergraduate course in computational topology as it develops all the
background of both the mathematical and algorithmic aspects of the subject from first principles thus the text could
serve equally well in a course taught in a mathematics department or computer science department this book discusses the
computational geometry topology and physics of digital images and video frame sequences this trio of computational
approaches encompasses the study of shape complexes optical vortex nerves and proximities embedded in triangulated video
frames and single images while computational geometry focuses on the geometric structures that infuse triangulated
visual scenes the book first addresses the topology of cellular complexes to provide a basis for an introductory study
of the computational topology of visual scenes exploring the fabric shapes and structures typically found in visual
scenes the book then examines the inherent geometry and topology of visual scenes and the fine structure of light and light
caustics of visual scenes which bring into play catastrophe theory and the appearance of light caustic folds and cusps
following on from this the book introduces optical vortex nerves in triangulated digital images in this context
computational physics is synonymous with the study of the fine structure of light choreographed in video frames this
choreography appears as a sequence of snapshots of light reflected and refracted from surface shapes providing a solid
foundation for detecting analyzing and classifying visual scene shapes the theory and practice of computation in algebraic
geometry and related domains from a mathematical point of view has generated an increasing interest both for its rich
theoretical possibilities and its usefulness in applications in science and engineering in fact it is one of the master keys for
future significant improvement of the computer algebra systems e g reduce macsyma maple mathematica axiom macaulay etc
that have become such useful tools for many scientists in a variety of disciplines the major themes covered in this volume
arising from papers p sented at the conference mega 92 were effective methods and complexity issues in commutative algebra
projective geometry real geometry and algebraic number theory algebra geometric methods in algebraic computing and
applica tions mega 92 was the second of a new series of european conferences on the general theme of effective methods in
algebraic geometry it was held in nice france on april 21 25 1992 and built on the themes presented at mega 90 livomo
italy april 17 21 1990 the next conference mega 94 will be held in santander spain in the spring of 1994 the organizing
committee that initiatiod and supervises this bi enniel conference consists of a conte torino j h davenport bath a galligo
nice d yu grigoriev petersburg j heintz buenos aires w lassner leipzig d lazard paris h m moller hagen t mora genova m pohst
dusseldort t recio santander j j topology based methods are of increasing importance in the analysis and visualization of
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datasets from a wide variety of scientific domains such as biology physics engineering and medicine current challenges of
topology based techniques include the management of time dependent data the representation of large and complex
datasets the characterization of noise and uncertainty the effective integration of numerical methods with robust
combinatorial algorithms etc the editors have brought together the most prominent and best recognized researchers in the
field of topology based data analysis and visualization for a joint discussion and scientific exchange of the latest
results in the field this book contains the best 20 peer reviewed papers resulting from the discussions and presentations at
the third workshop on topological methods in data analysis and visualization held 2009 in snowbird utah us the 2009
topoinvis workshop follows the two successful workshops in 2005 slovakia and 2007 germany the interplay between
algebra and geometry is a beautiful and fun area of mathematical investigation advances in computing and algorithms make
it possible to tackle many classical problems in a down to earth and concrete fashion this opens wonderful new vistas
and allows us to pose study and solve problems that were previously out of reach suitable for graduate students the
objective of this 2003 book is to bring advanced algebra to life with lots of examples the first chapters provide an
introduction to commutative algebra and connections to geometry the rest of the book focuses on three active areas of
contemporary algebra homological algebra the snake lemma long exact sequence inhomology functors and derived
functors tor and ext and double complexes algebraic combinatorics and algebraic topology simplicial complexes and
simplicial homology stanley reisner rings upper bound theorem and polytopes and algebraic geometry points and curves in
projective space riemann roch cech cohomology regularity this book contains a collection of articles corresponding to
some of the talks delivered at the foundations of computational mathematics conference held at impa in rio de janeiro in
january 1997 some ofthe others are published in the december 1996 issue of the journal of complexity both of these
publications were available and distributed at the meeting even in this aspect we hope to have achieved a synthesis of the
mathematics and computer science cultures as well as of the disciplines the reaction to the park city meeting on
mathematics of numerical analy sis real number algorithms which was chaired by steve smale and had around 275
participants was very enthusiastic at the suggestion of narendra karmar mar a lunch time meeting of felipe cucker arieh
iserles narendra karmarkar jim renegar mike shub and steve smale decided to try to hold a periodic meeting entitled
foundations of computational mathematics and to form an organization with the same name whose primary purpose will be
to hold the meeting this is then the first edition of focm as such it has been organized around a small collection of
workshops namely systems of algebraic equations and computational algebraic geometry homotopy methods and real
machines information based complexity numerical linear algebra approximation and pdes optimization differential equations
and dynamical systems relations to computer science vision and related computational tools there were also twelve
plenary speakers in this chapter we introduce some of the very basics that are used throughout the book first we give the
definition of a topological space and related notions of open and closed sets covers subspace topology to connect
topology and geometry we devote a section on metric spaces maps such as homeomorphism and homotopy equivalence that
play a significant role to relate topological spaces certain categories of topological spaces become important for their
wide presence in applications manifolds are one such category which we introduce in this chapter functions on them
satisfying certain conditions are presented as morse functions the critical points of such functions relate to the
topology of the manifold they are defined on we introduce these concepts in the smooth setting in this chapter and later
adapt them for the piecewise linear domains frequently used for finite computations finally a section on notes points out
to the history and relevant literature for the concepts delineated in the chapter it ends with a series of exercises that
may be used for teaching a class on the subject both at graduate and undergraduate level numerous well presented and
important papers from the conference are gathered in the proceedings for the purpose of pointing directions for useful
future research in diverse areas of mathematics including algebraic geometry analysis commutative algebra complex
analysis discrete mathematics dynamical systems number theory and topology several papers on computational and
applied mathematics such as wavelet analysis quantum mechanics piecewise linear modeling cosmological models of super
symmetry fluid dynamics interpolation theory optimization ergodic theory and games theory are also presented the three
volume set lncs 2667 lncs 2668 and lncs 2669 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the international conference on
computational science and its applications iccsa 2003 held in montreal canada in may 2003 the three volumes present
more than 300 papers and span the whole range of computational science from foundational issues in computer science and
mathematics to advanced applications in virtually all sciences making use of computational techniques the proceedings
give a unique account of recent results in computational science this invaluable book contains 19 papers selected from
those submitted to a conference held in hong kong in july 2000 to celebrate the 70th birthday of professor steve smale it
may be regarded as a continuation of the proceedings of smalefest 1990 from topology to computation held in berkeley
usa 10 years before but with the focus on the area in which smale worked more intensively during the 90 s namely the
foundations of computational mathematics analysis and computation of fixed points contains the proceedings of a
symposium on analysis and computation of fixed points held at the university of wisconsin madison on may 7 8 1979 the
papers focus on the analysis and computation of fixed points and cover topics ranging from paths generated by fixed point
algorithms to strongly stable stationary solutions in nonlinear programs a simple reliable numerical algorithm for
following homotopy paths is also presented comprised of nine chapters this book begins by describing the techniques of
numerical linear algebra that possess attractive stability properties and exploit sparsity and their application to the
linear systems that arise in algorithms that solve equations by constructing piecewise linear homotopies the reader is
then introduced to two triangulations for homotopy fixed point algorithms with an arbitrary grid refinement followed by
a discussion on some generic properties of paths generated by fixed point algorithms subsequent chapters deal with
topological perturbations in the numerical study of nonlinear eigenvalue and bifurcation problems general equilibrium
analysis of taxation policy and solving urban general equilibrium models by fixed point methods the book concludes with
an evaluation of economic equilibrium under deformation of the economy this monograph should be of interest to students
and specialists in the field of mathematics this book provides an accessible yet rigorous introduction to topology and
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homology focused on the simplicial space it presents a compact pipeline from the foundations of topology to biomedical
applications it will be of interest to medical physicists computer scientists and engineers as well as undergraduate and
graduate students interested in this topic features presents a practical guide to algebraic topology as well as
persistence homology contains application examples in the field of biomedicine including the analysis of histological images
and point cloud data topological and geometric modeling implicit surfaces analyzing and transforming shapes volume
modeling and applications are among the concerns of the 32 papers selected for publication the seven invited papers discuss
valid versus invalid computational shape modeling computational topology for this volume contains the proceedings of
the 16th carolina dynamics symposium held from april 13 15 2018 at agnes scott college decatur georgia the papers
cover various topics in dynamics and randomness including complex dynamics ergodic theory topological dynamics
celestial mechanics symbolic dynamics computational topology random processes and regular languages the intent is to
provide a glimpse of the richness of the field and of the common threads that tie the different specialties together this
volume contains the proceedings of the virtual workshop on computational aspects of discrete subgroups of lie groups
held from june 14 to june 18 2021 and hosted by the institute for computational and experimental research in mathematics
icerm providence rhode island the major theme deals with a novel domain of computational algebra the design implementation
and application of algorithms based on matrix representation of groups and their geometric properties it is centered on
computing with discrete subgroups of lie groups which impacts many different areas of mathematics such as algebra
geometry topology and number theory the workshop aimed to synergize independent strands in the area of computing with
discrete subgroups of lie groups to facilitate solution of theoretical problems by means of recent advances in
computational algebra this book provides formal and informal definitions and taxonomies for self aware computing
systems and explains how self aware computing relates to many existing subfields of computer science especially software
engineering it describes architectures and algorithms for self aware systems as well as the benefits and pitfalls of self
awareness and reviews much of the latest relevant research across a wide array of disciplines including open research
challenges the chapters of this book are organized into five parts introduction system architectures methods and
algorithms applications and case studies and outlook part i offers an introduction that defines self aware computing
systems from multiple perspectives and establishes a formal definition a taxonomy and a set of reference scenarios that
help to unify the remaining chapters next part ii explores architectures for self aware computing systems such as generic
concepts and notations that allow a wide range of self aware system architectures to be described and compared with
both isolated and interacting systems it also reviews the current state of reference architectures architectural
frameworks and languages for self aware systems part iii focuses on methods and algorithms for self aware computing
systems by addressing issues pertaining to system design like modeling synthesis and verification it also examines topics
such as adaptation benchmarks and metrics part iv then presents applications and case studies in various domains including
cloud computing data centers cyber physical systems and the degree to which self aware computing approaches have been
adopted within those domains lastly part v surveys open challenges and future research directions for self aware
computing systems it can be used as a handbook for professionals and researchers working in areas related to self aware
computing and can also serve as an advanced textbook for lecturers and postgraduate students studying subjects like
advanced software engineering autonomic computing self adaptive systems and data center resource management each
chapter is largely self contained and offers plenty of references for anyone wishing to pursue the topic more deeply



Advances in Applied and Computational Topology 2012-07-05

what is the shape of data how do we describe flows can we count by integrating how do we plan with uncertainty what
is the most compact representation these questions while unrelated become similar when recast into a computational
setting our input is a set of finite discrete noisy samples that describes an abstract space our goal is to compute
qualitative features of the unknown space it turns out that topology is sufficiently tolerant to provide us with
robust tools this volume is based on lectures delivered at the 2011 ams short course on computational topology held
january 4 5 2011 in new orleans louisiana the aim of the volume is to provide a broad introduction to recent techniques
from applied and computational topology afra zomorodian focuses on topological data analysis via efficient
construction of combinatorial structures and recent theories of persistence marian mrozek analyzes asymptotic behavior
of dynamical systems via efficient computation of cubical homology justin curry robert ghrist and michael robinson
present euler calculus an integral calculus based on the euler characteristic and apply it to sensor and network data
aggregation michael erdmann explores the relationship of topology planning and probability with the strategy complex jeff
erickson surveys algorithms and hardness results for topological optimization problems

Research in Computational Topology 2 2022-05-10

this second volume of research in computational topology is a celebration and promotion of research by women in applied
and computational topology containing the proceedings of the second workshop for women in computational topology
wincomptop as well as papers solicited from the broader wincomptop community the multidisciplinary and international
wincomptop workshop provided an exciting and unique opportunity for women in diverse locations and research
specializations to interact extensively and collectively contribute to new and active research directions in the field the
prestigious senior researchers that signed on to head projects at the workshop are global leaders in the discipline and two
of them were authors on some of the first papers in the field some of the featured topics include topological data analysis
of power law structure in neural data a nerve theorem for directional graph covers topological or homotopical
invariants for directed graphs encoding connections among a network of neurons and the issue of approximation of objects
by digital grids including precise relations between the persistent homology of dual cubical complexes

Computational Topology in Image Context 2019-01-10

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 7th international workshop on computational topology in image context
ctic 2019 held in m�laga spain in january 2019 the 14 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 21 submissions papers deal with theoretical issues but most of them put the attention on the applicability
of concepts and algorithms these were designed to deal with objects and images but also with the speech signal the final
application must be for instance in the medical domain or in the robotics one

Computational Topology in Image Context 2012-06-13

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 4th international workshop on computational topology in image context
ctic 2012 held in bertinoro italy in may 2012 the 16 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected
for inclusion in this book they focus on the topology and computation in image context the workshop is devoted to
computational methods using topology for the analysis and comparison of images the involved research fields comprise
computational topology and geometry discrete topology and geometry geometrical modeling algebraic topology for
image applications and any other field involving a geometric topological approach to image processing

Computational Topology in Image Context 2016-06-01

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 6th international workshop on computational topology in image context
ctic 2016 held in marseille france in june 2016 the 24 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected
from 35 submissions additionally this volume contains 2 invited papers ctic covers a wide range of topics such as
topological invariants and their computation homology cohomology linking number fundamental groups algorithm
optimization in discrete geometry transfer of mathematical tools parallel computation in multi dimensional volume
context hierarchical approaches experimental evaluation of algorithms and heuristics combinatorial or multi resolution
models discrete or computational topology geometric modeling guided by topological constraints computational
topological dynamics and use of topological information in discrete geometry applications

Research in Computational Topology 2018-07-30

based on the first workshop for women in computational topology that took place in 2016 this volume assembles new
research and applications in computational topology featured articles range over the breadth of the discipline including
topics such as surface reconstruction topological data analysis persistent homology algorithms and surface embedded
graphs applications in graphics medical imaging and gis are discussed throughout the book four of the papers in this volume
are the product of working groups that were established and developed during the workshop additional papers were also



solicited from the broader women in computational topology network the volume is accessible to a broad range of
researchers both within the field of computational topology and in related disciplines such as statistics computational
biology and machine learning

Singularities in Geometry and Topology 2007

singularity theory appears in numerous branches of mathematics as well as in many emerging areas such as robotics
control theory imaging and various evolving areas in physics the purpose of this proceedings volume is to cover recent
developments in singularity theory and to introduce young researchers from developing countries to singularities in
geometry and topology the contributions discuss singularities in both complex and real geometry as such they provide a
natural continuation of the previous school on singularities held at ictp 1991 which is recognized as having had a major
influence in the field

Mathematics for Industry 2005-01-01

the papers were elicited primarily from mathematics for industry challenges and frontiers a conference sponsored by siam in
october 2003

Advances in Discrete and Computational Geometry 1999

this volume is a collection of refereed expository and research articles in discrete and computational geometry written by
leaders in the field articles are based on invited talks presented at the ams ims siam summer research conference discrete and
computational geometry ten years later held in 1996 at mt holyoke college so hadley ma topics addressed range from
tilings polyhedra and arrangements to computational topology and visibility problems included are papers on the
interaction between real algebraic geometry and discrete and computational geometry as well as on linear programming
and geometric discrepancy theory

Topology 1976

this collection of peer reviewed workshop papers provides comprehensive coverage of cutting edge research into
topological approaches to data analysis and visualization it encompasses the full range of new algorithms and insights
including fast homology computation comparative analysis of simplification techniques and key applications in materials
and medical science the book also addresses core research challenges such as the representation of large and complex
datasets and integrating numerical methods with robust combinatorial algorithms in keeping with the focus of the
topoinvis 2017 workshop the contributions reflect the latest advances in finding experimental solutions to open problems
in the sector they provide an essential snapshot of state of the art research helping researchers to keep abreast of the
latest developments and providing a basis for future work gathering papers by some of the world s leading experts on
topological techniques the book represents a valuable contribution to a field of growing importance with applications in
disciplines ranging from engineering to medicine

Topological Methods in Data Analysis and Visualization V 2020-12-10

the proceedings of an international topology conference this book covrs various aspects of general algebraic and low
dimensional topology

Topology Proceedings 1977

this interdisciplinary book covers a wide range of subjects from pure mathematics knots braids homotopy theory number
theory to more applied mathematics cryptography algebraic specification of algorithms dynamical systems and concrete
applications modeling of polymers and ionic liquids video music and medical imaging the main mathematical focus
throughout the book is on algebraic modeling with particular emphasis on braid groups the research methods include
algebraic modeling using topological structures such as knots 3 manifolds classical homotopy groups and braid groups
the applications address the simulation of polymer chains and ionic liquids as well as the modeling of natural phenomena
via topological surgery the treatment of computational structures including finite fields and cryptography focuses on
the development of novel techniques these techniques can be applied to the design of algebraic specifications for systems
modeling and verification this book is the outcome of a workshop in connection with the research project thales on
algebraic modeling of topological and computational structures and applications held at the national technical
university of athens greece in july 2015 the reader will benefit from the innovative approaches to tackling difficult
questions in topology applications and interrelated research areas which largely employ algebraic tools



Topology and Its Applications 1993

this book is a result of a workshop the 8th of the successful topoinvis workshop series held in 2019 in nyk�ping sweden
the workshop regularly gathers some of the world s leading experts in this field thereby it provides a forum for
discussions on the latest advances in the field with a focus on finding practical solutions to open problems in
topological data analysis for visualization the contributions provide introductory and novel research articles
including new concepts for the analysis of multivariate and time dependent data robust computational approaches for the
extraction and approximations of topological structures with theoretical guarantees and applications of topological
scalar and vector field analysis for visualization the applications span a wide range of scientific areas comprising climate
science material sciences fluid dynamics and astronomy in addition community efforts with respect to joint software
development are reported and discussed

Algebraic Modeling of Topological and Computational Structures and
Applications 2017-12-14

this book gathers the proceedings of the 2018 abel symposium which was held in geiranger norway on june 4 8 2018 the
symposium offered an overview of the emerging field of topological data analysis this volume presents papers on various
research directions notably including applications in neuroscience materials science cancer biology and immune response
providing an essential snapshot of the status quo it represents a valuable asset for practitioners and those considering
entering the field

Topology 1976

computational topologyby john harer

Categorical topology 2021-09-28

combining concepts from topology and algorithms this book delivers what its title promises an introduction to the field
of computational topology starting with motivating problems in both mathematics and computer science and building up
from classic topics in geometric and algebraic topology the third part of the text advances to persistent homology this
point of view is critically important in turning a mostly theoretical field of mathematics into one that is relevant to a
multitude of disciplines in the sciences and engineering the main approach is the discovery of topology through algorithms
the book is ideal for teaching a graduate or advanced undergraduate course in computational topology as it develops
all the background of both the mathematical and algorithmic aspects of the subject from first principles thus the text
could serve equally well in a course taught in a mathematics department or computer science department

Topological Methods in Data Analysis and Visualization VI 2020-06-25

this book discusses the computational geometry topology and physics of digital images and video frame sequences this
trio of computational approaches encompasses the study of shape complexes optical vortex nerves and proximities
embedded in triangulated video frames and single images while computational geometry focuses on the geometric structures
that infuse triangulated visual scenes the book first addresses the topology of cellular complexes to provide a basis for
an introductory study of the computational topology of visual scenes exploring the fabric shapes and structures
typically found in visual scenes the book then examines the inherent geometry and topology of visual scenes and the fine
structure of light and light caustics of visual scenes which bring into play catastrophe theory and the appearance of
light caustic folds and cusps following on from this the book introduces optical vortex nerves in triangulated digital
images in this context computational physics is synonymous with the study of the fine structure of light choreographed in
video frames this choreography appears as a sequence of snapshots of light reflected and refracted from surface shapes
providing a solid foundation for detecting analyzing and classifying visual scene shapes

Topological Data Analysis 2014-10-13

the theory and practice of computation in algebraic geometry and related domains from a mathematical point of view has
generated an increasing interest both for its rich theoretical possibilities and its usefulness in applications in science and
engineering in fact it is one of the master keys for future significant improvement of the computer algebra systems e g reduce
macsyma maple mathematica axiom macaulay etc that have become such useful tools for many scientists in a variety of
disciplines the major themes covered in this volume arising from papers p sented at the conference mega 92 were effective
methods and complexity issues in commutative algebra projective geometry real geometry and algebraic number theory
algebra geometric methods in algebraic computing and applica tions mega 92 was the second of a new series of european
conferences on the general theme of effective methods in algebraic geometry it was held in nice france on april 21 25 1992
and built on the themes presented at mega 90 livomo italy april 17 21 1990 the next conference mega 94 will be held in
santander spain in the spring of 1994 the organizing committee that initiatiod and supervises this bi enniel conference



consists of a conte torino j h davenport bath a galligo nice d yu grigoriev petersburg j heintz buenos aires w lassner leipzig
d lazard paris h m moller hagen t mora genova m pohst dusseldort t recio santander j j

Computational Topology 2022-01-31

topology based methods are of increasing importance in the analysis and visualization of datasets from a wide variety of
scientific domains such as biology physics engineering and medicine current challenges of topology based techniques include
the management of time dependent data the representation of large and complex datasets the characterization of noise and
uncertainty the effective integration of numerical methods with robust combinatorial algorithms etc the editors have
brought together the most prominent and best recognized researchers in the field of topology based data analysis and
visualization for a joint discussion and scientific exchange of the latest results in the field this book contains the best 20
peer reviewed papers resulting from the discussions and presentations at the third workshop on topological methods in
data analysis and visualization held 2009 in snowbird utah us the 2009 topoinvis workshop follows the two
successful workshops in 2005 slovakia and 2007 germany

Computational Topology 2019-10-03

the interplay between algebra and geometry is a beautiful and fun area of mathematical investigation advances in
computing and algorithms make it possible to tackle many classical problems in a down to earth and concrete fashion this
opens wonderful new vistas and allows us to pose study and solve problems that were previously out of reach suitable
for graduate students the objective of this 2003 book is to bring advanced algebra to life with lots of examples the
first chapters provide an introduction to commutative algebra and connections to geometry the rest of the book focuses
on three active areas of contemporary algebra homological algebra the snake lemma long exact sequence inhomology
functors and derived functors tor and ext and double complexes algebraic combinatorics and algebraic topology
simplicial complexes and simplicial homology stanley reisner rings upper bound theorem and polytopes and algebraic
geometry points and curves in projective space riemann roch cech cohomology regularity

Computational Geometry, Topology and Physics of Digital Images with
Applications 2012-12-06

this book contains a collection of articles corresponding to some of the talks delivered at the foundations of
computational mathematics conference held at impa in rio de janeiro in january 1997 some ofthe others are published in the
december 1996 issue of the journal of complexity both of these publications were available and distributed at the meeting
even in this aspect we hope to have achieved a synthesis of the mathematics and computer science cultures as well as of
the disciplines the reaction to the park city meeting on mathematics of numerical analy sis real number algorithms which
was chaired by steve smale and had around 275 participants was very enthusiastic at the suggestion of narendra karmar
mar a lunch time meeting of felipe cucker arieh iserles narendra karmarkar jim renegar mike shub and steve smale decided to try
to hold a periodic meeting entitled foundations of computational mathematics and to form an organization with the same
name whose primary purpose will be to hold the meeting this is then the first edition of focm as such it has been organized
around a small collection of workshops namely systems of algebraic equations and computational algebraic geometry
homotopy methods and real machines information based complexity numerical linear algebra approximation and pdes
optimization differential equations and dynamical systems relations to computer science vision and related computational
tools there were also twelve plenary speakers

Computational Algebraic Geometry 2010-11-23

in this chapter we introduce some of the very basics that are used throughout the book first we give the definition of a
topological space and related notions of open and closed sets covers subspace topology to connect topology and
geometry we devote a section on metric spaces maps such as homeomorphism and homotopy equivalence that play a
significant role to relate topological spaces certain categories of topological spaces become important for their wide
presence in applications manifolds are one such category which we introduce in this chapter functions on them satisfying
certain conditions are presented as morse functions the critical points of such functions relate to the topology of the
manifold they are defined on we introduce these concepts in the smooth setting in this chapter and later adapt them for the
piecewise linear domains frequently used for finite computations finally a section on notes points out to the history and
relevant literature for the concepts delineated in the chapter it ends with a series of exercises that may be used for
teaching a class on the subject both at graduate and undergraduate level

Topological Methods in Data Analysis and Visualization 2003-10-06

numerous well presented and important papers from the conference are gathered in the proceedings for the purpose of
pointing directions for useful future research in diverse areas of mathematics including algebraic geometry analysis
commutative algebra complex analysis discrete mathematics dynamical systems number theory and topology several
papers on computational and applied mathematics such as wavelet analysis quantum mechanics piecewise linear modeling



cosmological models of super symmetry fluid dynamics interpolation theory optimization ergodic theory and games theory
are also presented

Computational Algebraic Geometry 2012-12-06

the three volume set lncs 2667 lncs 2668 and lncs 2669 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the international
conference on computational science and its applications iccsa 2003 held in montreal canada in may 2003 the three
volumes present more than 300 papers and span the whole range of computational science from foundational issues in
computer science and mathematics to advanced applications in virtually all sciences making use of computational
techniques the proceedings give a unique account of recent results in computational science

Foundations of Computational Mathematics 2022

this invaluable book contains 19 papers selected from those submitted to a conference held in hong kong in july 2000 to
celebrate the 70th birthday of professor steve smale it may be regarded as a continuation of the proceedings of smalefest
1990 from topology to computation held in berkeley usa 10 years before but with the focus on the area in which smale
worked more intensively during the 90 s namely the foundations of computational mathematics

Computational Topology for Data Analysis 1975

analysis and computation of fixed points contains the proceedings of a symposium on analysis and computation of fixed
points held at the university of wisconsin madison on may 7 8 1979 the papers focus on the analysis and computation of
fixed points and cover topics ranging from paths generated by fixed point algorithms to strongly stable stationary
solutions in nonlinear programs a simple reliable numerical algorithm for following homotopy paths is also presented
comprised of nine chapters this book begins by describing the techniques of numerical linear algebra that possess attractive
stability properties and exploit sparsity and their application to the linear systems that arise in algorithms that solve
equations by constructing piecewise linear homotopies the reader is then introduced to two triangulations for homotopy
fixed point algorithms with an arbitrary grid refinement followed by a discussion on some generic properties of paths
generated by fixed point algorithms subsequent chapters deal with topological perturbations in the numerical study of
nonlinear eigenvalue and bifurcation problems general equilibrium analysis of taxation policy and solving urban general
equilibrium models by fixed point methods the book concludes with an evaluation of economic equilibrium under deformation
of the economy this monograph should be of interest to students and specialists in the field of mathematics

Geometric Topology : Proceedings of the Geometric Topology Conference Held At
Park City, Utah, February 19-22, 1974 2014-01-15

this book provides an accessible yet rigorous introduction to topology and homology focused on the simplicial space it
presents a compact pipeline from the foundations of topology to biomedical applications it will be of interest to medical
physicists computer scientists and engineers as well as undergraduate and graduate students interested in this topic
features presents a practical guide to algebraic topology as well as persistence homology contains application examples
in the field of biomedicine including the analysis of histological images and point cloud data

Singularities in Geometry and Topology 2014-11-15

topological and geometric modeling implicit surfaces analyzing and transforming shapes volume modeling and applications
are among the concerns of the 32 papers selected for publication the seven invited papers discuss valid versus invalid
computational shape modeling computational topology for

Geometry and Topology 2003-05-08

this volume contains the proceedings of the 16th carolina dynamics symposium held from april 13 15 2018 at agnes
scott college decatur georgia the papers cover various topics in dynamics and randomness including complex dynamics
ergodic theory topological dynamics celestial mechanics symbolic dynamics computational topology random processes
and regular languages the intent is to provide a glimpse of the richness of the field and of the common threads that tie the
different specialties together

Mathematics in the 21st Century 2002

this volume contains the proceedings of the virtual workshop on computational aspects of discrete subgroups of lie
groups held from june 14 to june 18 2021 and hosted by the institute for computational and experimental research in
mathematics icerm providence rhode island the major theme deals with a novel domain of computational algebra the design
implementation and application of algorithms based on matrix representation of groups and their geometric properties it is



centered on computing with discrete subgroups of lie groups which impacts many different areas of mathematics such as
algebra geometry topology and number theory the workshop aimed to synergize independent strands in the area of
computing with discrete subgroups of lie groups to facilitate solution of theoretical problems by means of recent
advances in computational algebra

Computational Science and Its Applications - ICCSA 2003 1979

this book provides formal and informal definitions and taxonomies for self aware computing systems and explains how self
aware computing relates to many existing subfields of computer science especially software engineering it describes
architectures and algorithms for self aware systems as well as the benefits and pitfalls of self awareness and reviews
much of the latest relevant research across a wide array of disciplines including open research challenges the chapters of
this book are organized into five parts introduction system architectures methods and algorithms applications and case
studies and outlook part i offers an introduction that defines self aware computing systems from multiple perspectives
and establishes a formal definition a taxonomy and a set of reference scenarios that help to unify the remaining chapters
next part ii explores architectures for self aware computing systems such as generic concepts and notations that allow
a wide range of self aware system architectures to be described and compared with both isolated and interacting systems
it also reviews the current state of reference architectures architectural frameworks and languages for self aware
systems part iii focuses on methods and algorithms for self aware computing systems by addressing issues pertaining to
system design like modeling synthesis and verification it also examines topics such as adaptation benchmarks and metrics
part iv then presents applications and case studies in various domains including cloud computing data centers cyber
physical systems and the degree to which self aware computing approaches have been adopted within those domains lastly
part v surveys open challenges and future research directions for self aware computing systems it can be used as a
handbook for professionals and researchers working in areas related to self aware computing and can also serve as an
advanced textbook for lecturers and postgraduate students studying subjects like advanced software engineering
autonomic computing self adaptive systems and data center resource management each chapter is largely self contained
and offers plenty of references for anyone wishing to pursue the topic more deeply

Foundations of Computational Mathematics 2014-05-10

Geometric Topology 2019-07-12

Analysis and Computation of Fixed Points 1999

Computational Topology for Biomedical Image and Data Analysis 2019-09-23

Shape Modeling International '99 2023-03-10

Dynamical Systems and Random Processes 2017-01-23

Computational Aspects of Discrete Subgroups of Lie Groups 1973

Self-Aware Computing Systems

Topology and its applications
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